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Special points of interest:
PIM offers scientific
investigations of suspected paranormal
activity in homes,
businesses, and historic sites. We pride
ourselves on providing
confidential, professional services free of
charge.
To have PIM conduct
an investigation for
you, contact Noah
Leigh (Lead Investigator) through our website or by the phone
number listed above.

We look forward to
meeting you at a public event, investigating
with you, or just hearing from you on Facebook or Twitter!
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2015 Paranormal Conference
Saturday June 6th marks the long awaited first
annual Milwaukee Paranormal Conference. It will
take place at the Irish Cultural and Heritage Center located at 2133 W. Wisconsin Ave. in Milwaukee.
Milwaukee Author Tea Krulos is the master mind
behind this conference and envisioned hosting this
event as an event to both fill the void of a local
paranormal conference but to also help promote
his newly released book Monster Hunters: On the
Trail With Ghost Hunters, Bigfooters, Ufologists,
and Other Paranormal Investigators. PIM has
been featured in several chapters of Tea’s book.
Tea will also be signing books at the People’s
Books Cooperative table from 5-6 pm.
PIM is also very proud to say that not only will we
be at the conference and look forward to talking to
everyone at our booth but Lead Investigator Noah
Leigh is a Keynote Speaker and we will also be
showing the first part of the documentary entitled PIM: A Paranormal Documentary. This documentary was shot over several years and is an in-depth look at what paranormal investigation is
about and why we investigate.
The Conference will feature 26 Vendor tables, a food area (take note that the Irish Center does not
have an ATM) and activities. For a full and detailed list of everything the Con has to offer please
visit their website at:
www.milwaukeeparacon.com.
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Tickets to this event are free but people are asked to get tickets via Eventbrite. For entry, print off
your ticket or load it to your mobile device and show it at the door. There is also a donation option when you get your ticket and anyone donating $3 or more will get a free Milwaukee Paracon
Sticker! Stickers can be picked up at the Milwaukee Paracon Merch table on the vendor floor.
The Merch Table will be offering a limited amount of t-shirts, stickers, among other things for
sale. In addition PIM friend, Professor Marc Eaton of Ripon College will be on hand conducting a
paranormal survey geared toward people who are members of a paranormal investigation group.
If you are a paranormal investigator please stop by and visit Marc!
We at PIM are very excited for this event on June 6th
(from 12-7pm) and hope to see you there!! Please join
us after for an exciting PUBLIC Investigation of the
Chudnow Museum of Yesteryear. See Page 2 for more
details….

Paranormal Investigators
of Milwaukee

Find us on Facebook
Or
Follow us on Twitter!
Phone: 414-215-9746
Website:
www.paranormalmilwaukee.com
No Charge.
Confidential.
Professional

Upcoming Events and Investigations
 Saturday June 6th: Milwaukee Paranormal Conference and official book release
of Tea Krulos new book Monster Hunters
at the Irish Cultural Center in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
 Saturday June 6th: Public Investigation
at the Chudnow Museum of Yesteryear in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

PUBLIC INVESTIGATION OF THE CHUDNOW MUSEUM
The Chudnow Museum is housed in an 1869 residence in Milwaukee, WI. The
house, made of cream city brick, was formerly a clinic and home of Dr. Joseph
J. Eisenberg. Dr. Eisenberg lived and worked in this home during the 1920's. It
has been rumored that he did experimental surgical procedures on animals on
the 3rd Floor of the house. The 3rd Floor is now used for cataloging the collections of artifacts used in the museum exhibits. Sometimes people that work on
the 3rd Floor claim to hear strange noises coming from the rooms.
Avrum (Abe) Chudnow bought the house in 1966 and housed his law office and
management company in it. The house also held his extensive collection of artifacts from the late 1800's through 1970 which make up the exhibits of the museum today.
On June 6th, right after the Paranormal Conference, PIM will be conducting a
public paranormal investigation of the Historic Chudnow Museum of Yesteryear, There will be two shifts, the first starting at 8:00 pm and ending at 10:00 pm and the second starting at 10:30 pm
and ending at 12:30 am. For the first time, the public will be allowed on the 3rd Floor of the museum! Tickets are $30
per person and can be purchased through Eventbrite. We hope you will join us! We are so excited to have access to the
3rd floor!
Recent Investigations News and Highlights:
 On Friday May 8th PIM had the great pleasure of being involved with the 3rd annual Horror O’ Rama. Every year
this event gets bigger and better. This year PIM held a public investigation of the 3rd floor of the Best Place/Pabst
Brewery where the event was held. We had some strange occurrences and wished we could have stayed longer! We
can’t wait for the opportunity to investigate this location again. We would like to thank everyone who stopped at our
table to talk, and to everyone who joined in on the investigation after with a big thanks to Alice Wilson for inviting us
and organizing the entire event!
 On Saturday May 30th PIM held a public investigation of Manny Mansion and Barnes Mansion in Rockford Illinois.
What a beautiful treasure these buildings are. PIM was very honored to be able to not only investigate these buildings but to share it with the 40 people who came out to investigate with us! No major happenings occurred during the
event but there was some strange battery drainage that occurred during the investigation. PIM is just starting to go
through the evidence and if we find anything we will post it on our website. PIM would like to send a big thanks to
everyone who came out! We hope you enjoyed your investigation. PIM would also like to thank Kathi Kresol from
Haunted Rockford for inviting us and organizing the event. We look forward to more of these events in the future!

